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We give model-independent arguments, valid in nearly any number of spacetime
dimensions, that topological solitons and instantons satisfy Bogomol’nyi-type bounds and,
when these bounds are saturated, satisfy self-duality equations. In the supersymmetric
case, we also show that, in spacetime dimensions greater than two, theories with topological
charges necessarily exhibit extended supersymmetry, in which the topological charge
appears as the central charge. The significance of our arguments lies in their generality. In
the supersymmetric case, we obtain insight into the contrast observed between topological
charges in 1+1 and higher dimensional models. The centerpiece of our method is to require
that the supersymmetric extension of a generic (non-supersymmetric) field theory be self-
consistent.
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1. Introduction and Summary
The topological classification of field configurations is an important ingredient in
our non-perturbative understanding of field theories. Topological solitons and instantons
have, in particular, received a great deal of attention. The basic theory of these field
configurations is covered well in [1], which also contains a comprehensive list of references
to the original literature.
The study of solitons and instantons in various models has revealed important
similarities between these two types of field configurations. Solitons generally exhibit
Bogomol’nyi bounds (their energy is bounded from below by the magnitude of the
topological charge); instantons generally exhibit analogous bounds, with their (Euclidean)
action bounded from below by the magnitude of the instanton number. When field
configurations saturate such a bound, they not only automatically satisfy the equations
of motion, but they also, in fact, generally satisfy simpler first-order equations, called
Bogomol’nyi or self-duality equations. Perhaps the most familiar examples are the
Bogomol’nyi equations [2] for the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole [3] in the Prasad-
Sommerfield limit [4], and the self-duality equations [5] for Yang-Mills instantons [6] in
3 + 1 dimensions. We will use the phrase “Bogomol’nyi relationships” to refer collectively
to Bogomol’nyi bounds and Bogomol’nyi equations.
In recent work, we began to develop a model-independent approach to demonstrating
the appearance of Bogomol’nyi relationships [7] [8] [9]. That work suffered from two
limitations: it was valid only in 2 + 1 and 3 + 1 dimensions, and it pertained only to
solitons, not to instantons. In this paper, we address those shortcomings, extending our
arguments to solitons in any number of spacetime dimensions, 2 + 1 or higher; and to
instantons in any number of Euclidean dimensions, two or higher. Our method here,
as in our previous papers, is to require that the supersymmetric extension of a theory
behave self-consistently. Thus, here, as an essential step, we extend our earlier work in
the supersymmetric case to higher dimensions as well, showing that in 2 + 1 or more
dimensions, any theory with N = 1 supersymmetry and a conserved topological charge
automatically has extended supersymmetry in which the topological charge appears as the
central charge.
Throughout this paper, since we are only examining topologically non-trivial soliton
and instanton field configurations, we will, for simplicity, use the term “soliton” to mean
any field configuration with a non-zero value of a conserved topological charge (given by an
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integral over all space), and the term “instanton” to mean any Euclidean field configuration
with a non-zero value of a topological index (given by an integral over all spacetime).
Note that the importance of our work is that it provides a general explanation
for properties of solitons and instantons which appear routinely but which have been
understood only in a model-dependent way. Consequently, we focus here on presenting
those general arguments. For specific examples, we will refer the reader to the literature,
which already contains analyses of a number of models. Furthermore, since this work
generalizes our earlier results, we will concentrate here on what is new, and simply
summarize our earlier results as needed. The reader interested in the details of our earlier
work should consult our papers listed in the references.
In the interests of clarity, we will divide the argument into two pieces, one
supersymmetric and one not. In the next section, we will show that in any theory in
2+ 1 or more spacetime dimensions with simple supersymmetry and a topological charge,
an extended superalgebra appears, in which additionally the topological charge appears
as the central charge of the extended superalgebra. Then, in the subsequent section, we
will use this result as the basis for arguments that solitons and instantons in general (non-
supersymmetric) theories exhibit Bogomol’nyi bounds.
Finally, the reader is reminded that Bogomol’nyi relationships are classical statements.
The extended superalgebra we uncover in the next section does appear in both the classical
and quantum theories. The other results in the paper, however, which depend, for example,
on the equations of motion, are to be understood as classical results only.
2. The Argument, Part 1: Solitons and Extended Supersymmetry
In [10], Olive and Witten discovered that in a number of models with supersymmetry
and a topologically conserved charge, the full invariance algebra is actually an extended
supersymmetry algebra in which the topological charge appears as the central charge. This
type of structure was found again in Chern-Simons models with vortices [11], and in the
2 + 1 dimensional O(3) non-linear sigma model [12], and in 10-dimensional string and
string-related models [13]. In [8], a general explanation for this phenomenon was obtained
for 2+ 1 and 3+ 1 dimensional models. Here we extend that work to an arbitrary number
of spacetime dimensions (greater than two), and we see explicitly why the case of 1 + 1
spacetime dimensions is different.
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Consider a theory with N = 1 supersymmetry and a conserved topological charge.
When a charge is conserved topologically, this means that the conservation law holds
without use of the equations of motion. Consequently the conserved current Jµ can be
written as the curl of a potential [14]. In d > 2 spacetime dimensions, this means
Jµ1 = ǫµ1···µd∂
µ2Aµ3···µd . (2.1)
The potential A is a (d − 2)-index antisymmetric tensor. (We find it convenient to use
tensors rather than forms.) This potential is not a fundamental field, but is an expression
defined in terms of the fields of the theory. Now the potential is not uniquely defined;
rather, it is only defined up to gauge transformations. Under
Aµ1···µd−2 → Aµ1···µd−2 + ∂[µ1Ωµ2···µd−2] (2.2)
the current Jµ is unchanged. As we show in the appendix, there is a choice of gauge in
which A is divergenceless. Hereon, we use that gauge exclusively.
Now recall that we are considering a theory with N = 1 supersymmetry. We denote
the supercharges Qα, where α is a spinor index. Define
S˜αµ1 = [Q
β, Aµ1···µd−2 ](γ
µ2 · · ·γµd−2)αβ . (2.3)
(Note that this expression is only sensible for d ≥ 3.) Since the supersymmetry charges
commute with the translation generators, and A is divergenceless, we have that S˜ is a
conserved spinor current. Furthermore, the supersymmetry transform of S˜ contains the
topological current. This is easy to see, as the topological current is the field strength
associated with the potential, and so appears at two orders of θ above the potential.
Explicitly, applying two supersymmetry transformations produces a momentum generator,
and so
{Qα, S˜αµ1} = ∂βαAµ1···µd−2(γµ2 · · ·γµd−2)βα + · · ·
⊃ ǫµ1···µd∂µ2Aµ3···µd = Jµ1 , (2.4)
and thus the topological current appears in the Lorentz decomposition of {Qα, S˜αµ}. Since
the N = 1 supersymmetry transform of S˜ contains the topological current, then S˜ must
not only be non-trivial but must be distinct from the original supercurrent [15]. Thus
the charge associated with S˜ is a new conserved spinor charge which transforms into the
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topological charge under the original supersymmetry, and so this theory has an N = 2
supersymmetry invariance in which the topological charge appears as a central charge.
This completes the argument, and we have shown what we wished to show in this section.
We make four comments to conclude this section. First, there may be other non-trivial
terms in the N = 1 supersymmetry transform of S˜; this in fact generically occurs in even
spacetime dimensions where one can have scalar and pseudoscalar central charges [10][16].
In (2.4), we have explicitly identified only the terms where the topological charge appears.
Second, note that we are not asserting that there is a canonical N = 2 field content, but
rather that with the N = 1 field content, there is already a second supersymmetry (as
happens in various of the specific models people have studied). Third, it is possible that
our construction will produce a non-local S˜αµ (stemming at heart from the possibility of
a non-local solution to (A.2) (see the appendix)). This is not significant. The algebraic
constraints on a theory are of course every bit as real whether they come from a conserved
charge associated with a local or non-local conserved current. Furthermore, if a non-local
solution does occur, this should merely reflect the absence of a sufficient number of auxiliary
fields. And fourth and finally, notice that our index manipulations explicitly break down
in 1 + 1 dimensions. This makes sense. The potentials for topological currents in 1 + 1
dimensions are scalars, and so there is no gauge transformation for such a potential, no
way to require such a potential to transform into a divergenceless spinor current. Indeed,
in 1 + 1 dimensions, it is algebraically possible for N = 1 supersymmetry to include
central charges, so this case is expected to be different. In fact, explicit examples are
constructed in [10], demonstrating that 1 + 1 dimensional models need not have extended
supersymmetry in the presence of topological charges and that the topological charges
themselves need not appear as the central charges even in the N = 1 supersymmetric case.
Consequently, we find the distinction that our argument naturally draws between 1+1 and
higher dimensions especially compelling, as this reflects exactly the evidence accumulated
from the studies of numerous specific models, as well as what is known from the general
study of supersymmetry algebras.
3. Bogomol’nyi Equations and Inequalities
We have now established that (in 2 + 1 or more spacetime dimensions) N =
1 supersymmetric theories with a topological charge automatically have N = 2
supersymmetry in which the topological charge appears as the central charge. What does
this imply for the properties of topologically non-trivial field configurations? We will take
up the cases of solitons and instantons in turn.
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3.1. The Case of Solitons
To begin our consideration of Bogomol’nyi relationships for solitons, we note that
the result of the preceding section implies that supersymmetric theories with topological
solitons necessarily exhibit Bogomol’nyi bounds and equations [10], as a consequence of the
representation theory of extended superalgebras [17]. In such an extended superalgebra,
the energy of a field configuration is bounded from below by the magnitude of its
central charge [18], in this case the topological charge. This is the Bogomol’nyi bound.
Furthermore, a field configuration which saturates such a bound is necessarily annihilated
by a linear combination of supercharges. This algebraic condition serves the role of the
Bogomol’nyi equation. Since supercharges can generically be represented by first order
differential operators (first-order in spacetime, non-linear in field space), this means that
field configurations that saturate a Bogomol’nyi bound in a supersymmetric theory satisfy
a Bogomol’nyi equation.1
Second, this in turn implies that any theory, supersymmetric or not, with topological
solitons exhibits Bogomol’nyi relationships [7][9]. We review the idea briefly here. Consider
a theory with a topological charge T0 and energy functional of the theory E0. Now
construct a supersymmetric extension of this theory. Note that any field configuration of
the original theory is automatically a field configuration of the supersymmetric extension.
Furthermore, since a topological charge is conserved without using the equations of motion,
the extended theory has a topological charge Ts that is identical to the topological charge
T0 of the original theory. Finally, it is generally possible to construct a supersymmetric
extension such that the energy of any field configuration of the original theory is the
same whether evaluated in the original theory (call this energy E0) or its supersymmetric
extension (call this energy Es) [9]. (We will have more to say on this point shortly.)
Now consider a field configuration of the original theory, and evaluate its energy and
topological charge in both the original and extended theories. We see immediately, then,
that T0 = Ts and E0 = Es. But we know that Es ≥ |Ts| for any field configuration of
1 Sometimes the simple application of the method described in Section 2 for obtaining the
second supercurrent initially will yield a non-local equation here. This can in general be remedied
by adding appropriate auxiliary fields. Such a use of auxiliary fields is already familiar from more
conventional treatments of solitons even outside supersymmetric models, as exemplified by the
gauge fields in the 2 + 1 dimensional CP1 model or abelian Chern-Simons model with vortices.
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the supersymmetric extension, due to the extended superalgebra that appears in a model.
Thus for any field configuration of the original theory, we have the Bogomol’nyi bound
E0 ≥ |T0| . (3.1)
Furthermore, if a field configuration of the original theory satisfies E0 = |T0|, then it also
satisfies Es = |Ts| when viewed as a field configuration of the supersymmetric extension.
Now any field configuration with Es = |Ts| satisfies a Bogomol’nyi equation in the
supersymmetric theory. But for the field configuration in question, this equation involves
only the fields of the original theory, and thus this equation is the Bogomol’nyi equation of
the original theory, satisfied by any field configuration for which E0 = |T0|. (Elimination
of the extra superpartners or auxiliary fields introduces no additional derivatives.) Thus
the requirement that a theory with a topological charge have a consistent supersymmetric
extension implies that a theory with a topological charge — even a non-supersymmetric
theory — necessarily exhibits Bogomol’nyi relationships.
It is worthwhile to make some comments regarding the construction of supersymmetric
extensions for which E0 = Es for any field configuration of the original theory. One might
be concerned that the supersymmetric extension of a theory would have new, additional
interactions involving only the fields of the original theory, which would then invalidate
this equality between the two energy functionals for the field configurations of interest.
(Obviously interactions involving both original and extra fields pose no problem, as they
vanish when the extra fields vanish.) As we discuss below, this is not a problem.
The reason this is not a problem is that we do not need to find some minimal
supersymmetric extension; any supersymmetric extension, even one with a large number
of additional fields and one that is non-renormalizable, suffices. Thus, it is only necessary
that there be some supersymmetric extension with the desired equality between the two
energy functionals.
For example, suppose the original theory has a Yukawa coupling. If we embed the
scalar and the fermion in the same superfield, supersymmetry will require a quartic
scalar self-interaction that is not present in the original theory. Instead, however, for
our purposes, we choose a supersymmetric extension with two superfields, one of which
contains the original scalar and the other of which contains the original fermion. This
ensures that, for example, the quartic scalar interactions required by supersymmetry in
this case (after elimination of auxiliary fields) always involve some of the additional fields
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not present in the original theory, and so these terms make no contribution to the energy
when the field configuration is a field configuration of the original theory.
We can merge this approach with a technique introduced in [9] for constructing
appropriate supersymmetric extensions of scalar potentials to produce a general procedure
for obtaining a supersymmetric extension of the original Lagrangian with a suitable energy
functional. The prescription below depends on certain dimension-independent features
of supersymmetry, such as superfields, supercovariant derivatives, and auxiliary fields. It
details a systematic and comprehensive (if sometimes cumbersome) procedure for obtaining
an appropriate supersymmetric generalization that meets our requirements, although often
one need not invoke this somewhat elaborate construction.
Suppose we have a some Lagrangian terms Lint which we wish to extend in a suitable
supersymmetric fashion. (As our notation suggests, in a typical application these would be
interaction terms, although there is nothing in principle to prevent one from applying this
to any subset or even all of the terms in a given Lagrangian, and so this notation should
not be taken too literally.) For each field included in these interactions, we associate
a superfield. Then by inserting appropriate supercovariant derivatives if necessary (so
as to project out the desired Lorentz components of the superfields), one can obtain a
superfield for each original field in which the original field appears as the lowest (i.e.,
θ = 0) component. We will call this superfield the associated superfield of a given
field. For example, in 3 + 1 dimensions, one could place a fermionic field in a scalar
superfield Φ; then DαΦ would be the associated superfield, since it has the fermion as its
lowest component. Alternatively, one might choose as the associated superfield a fermionic
superfield, a chiral superfield endowed with a spinor index, which already has the fermion
as its lowest component.
Note that in this construction, one would generally view a complex field S+ iP in the
original theory as two separate real fields. One then introduces two associated superfields
in the extended theory, one for S and one for P . Depending on the dimension, it may
be necessary to take each of these associated superfields to be complex, so that a single
complex field in the original theory is enlarged into two complex superfields in the extended
theory.
Replacing each field in Lint by its associated superfield, one obtains a superfield
expression Lsint which has Lint as its lowest (i.e., θ = 0) term. We also introduce an
additional superfield Ξ, along with a quadratic term for Ξ, and a term coupling Ξ to
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√Lsint in the superpotential.2 The idea is that Ξ has some auxiliary field, call it B, so
that in terms of components, the supersymmetric Lagrangian contains both a B2 term
and a B
√Lint term. Eliminating the auxiliary field B, one reproduces Lint of the original
theory. The other terms in the supersymmetric Lagrangian involve the other non-auxiliary
components of Ξ as well as other components of the associated superfields, and so vanish
when we set the extra physical fields of the extended theory to zero. Thus when the
additional fields vanish, the Lagrangian, and hence the energy functional, too, for the
supersymmetric theory reduces to that of the original theory.
Obviously, to implement this, one needs to use superfields appropriate to the given
dimension [19]. However, because we are not restricted to some particular supersymmetric
extension, it is in fact very easy to formulate a supersymmetric extension with the desired
properties in a dimension independent way.
To begin to understand the flexibility of such a construction, it is useful first to consider
the familiar case of 3 + 1 dimensions. Here, one can use in our construction
∫
d4θΞ∗Ξ as
the quadratic term, where Ξ is a chiral superfield which has its auxiliary field at O(θ2), and∫
d2θ
√LsintΞ + h.c. as the superpotential term. This formulation is not unique, however.
We can introduce a potential superfield Ψ, for example, with the identification Ξ = D¯2Ψ.
The auxiliary field which appeared at order θ2 in Ξ appears at order θ4 in Ψ. The quadratic
term is of the form
∫
d4θD2Ψ¯D¯2Ψ, while the superpotential term is
∫
d4θΨ
√Lsint + h.c.
Notice that the field Ψ is not subject to any restrictions (and does not correspond to an
irreducible representation of the supersymmetry algebra).
We now generalize this second formulation to arbitrary dimension. Suppose we are
considering a theory in d spacetime dimensions, in which the superspace has a spinor
coordinate θα with 2s components. If we consider a scalar superfield Ξ in this superspace,
its highest component is a scalar field B, which will be the auxiliary field we will use.
The necessary quadratic term is
∫
d2sθDsΞDsΞ, while the superpotential term that
generates the interaction is
∫
d2sθ
√LsintΞ. This generates the necessary Lagrangian terms.
Additional terms are also generated, but these all vanish when the other fields in Ξ (all of
which appear dynamically in these superspace action terms) are set to zero.3 In this way,
2 The square root poses no problems; a Taylor series in Grassman quantities terminates. If
L
s
int has no terms devoid of fermions, one can simply use 1 + L
s
int instead. Since our work is
entirely classical, renormalizability is of no concern to us.
3 Of course, the superfield written down here need not correspond to an irreducible
supersymmetry representation. This is not a problem for our construction, although if one wishes,
one can project out the irreducible representation that includes the auxiliary field B.
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then, we see that it is always possible to construct a supersymmetric generalization of a
given field theory, with the property that when the extra physical fields added vanish, the
energy functional of the extended theory reduces to that of the original theory.
In practice, one need not necessarily invoke this construction, even in cases in which
the minimal supersymmetric extension might seem to impose additional and unacceptable
relations among the component fields. For example, consider a non-abelian gauge theory
with a scalar field, say in the adjoint representation, as occurs in monopole theories.
Coupling a scalar superfield to a vector superfield in a minimal way does produce additional
scalar potential terms (the so-called D-terms), but it turns out that these automatically
vanish when one sets the extra component fields to zero [9]. Thus, the reader should
remember that on the one hand, we have obtained a general construction that demonstrates
that is is always possible to define a suitable supersymmetric extension, but that on the
other hand, many times a minimal supersymmetric extension will be satisfactory for our
purposes.
3.2. The Case of Instantons
We now move to a consideration of instantons, demonstrating that if topological
solitons generically exhibit Bogomol’nyi relationships, then instantons, too, generically
exhibit action bounds, as well as “self-duality” equations when these action bounds are
saturated.
Consider a d-dimensional theory with topological instantons. This means that the
Euclidean theory, with action Sd, has field configurations with non-zero instanton number
Id. The instanton number reflects the topological classification of the finite action
field configurations over d-dimensional Euclidean space. Field configurations of different
instanton number are in different topological sectors.
Suppose we enhance this d-dimensional theory by adding a time coordinate and extra
fields as necessary (e.g., timelike components for fundamental vector fields) to make a
Lorentz invariant d + 1-dimensional Minkowskian theory.4 This step is essential to our
argument. Consequently, if the original action has dimension-specific expression, such
as a term that can only be written with an epsilon tensor, our argument will not apply.
However, it is only the appearance of such an expression in the action that poses a problem;
4 We also adjust an overall sign, so the Euclidean action is positive semi-definite, while the
corresponding terms appear with the opposite sign in the Minkowski action.
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an epsilon tensor in the definition of the topological index, for example, poses no obstacle
at all.
Now obviously, the instanton number becomes a conserved topological charge of
the enhanced theory. The topological charge arises from the topological classification
of finite energy field configurations over the d dimensional Euclidean space within the
d + 1 dimensional Minkowski spacetime. Thus the topological classification of field
configurations in the Euclidean theory becomes a topological classification in the d + 1-
dimensional theory, in which the added field components play no role. (Only the fields
present in the original theory appear in the definition of the topological charge.) Since
this classification of field configurations is topological, under time evolution, the topological
classification of the field configuration in space cannot change, independent of the equations
of motion, and so the topological classification that led to an instanton number in d
dimensions leads to a topological conserved charge in d+1 dimensions. As we have argued
above, then, this d+ 1 dimensional theory necessarily exhibits a Bogomol’nyi bound.
Furthermore, in the dimensional enhancement, we need introduce no interactions
different from the ones in the original theory, although those interactions may involve
larger fields (e.g., four-component vs. two-component spinors). Consequently, when these
additional field components are set to zero, the enhanced theory is of the same form as the
original theory, except that all the fields have a time dependence as well. In the case that
these fields are static, then, the energy Ed+1 of the enhanced theory and the Euclidean
action of the original theory Sd are identical.
Now consider an instanton configuration of the original theory. Clearly, we can also
interpret it as a field configuration of the enhanced theory in which the additional fields
all vanish and in which the non-zero fields are static. For such a field configuration, the
topological charge Td+1 in the enhanced theory is identically the instanton number Id in
the original theory. Such a field configuration interpreted in the d+ 1 dimensional theory
has non-zero topological charge, and as such, cannot violate the Bogomol’nyi bound of
that theory. Hence, Ed+1 ≥ |Td+1|. But, since for these field configurations, Ed+1 = Sd
and Td+1 = Id, it follows that
Sd ≥ |Id| . (3.2)
If the instanton saturates the bound (3.2), then not only is Sd = |Id|, but, interpreted
in the enhanced theory Ed+1 = |Td+1|. For field configurations for which Ed+1 = |Td+1|, we
know that our previous analysis produces a Bogomol’nyi equation that this configuration
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must satsify. Since this configuration is necessarily static, this Bogomol’nyi equation which
is satisfied in d+ 1 spacetime dimensions is actually an equation in d dimensional space.
This equation is an equation in d dimensional Euclidean space satisfied by any instanton
configuration that saturates the action bound (3.2). In other words, it is the “self-duality”
equation for saturating instantons.
Thus, whenver a theory with instantons can be enlarged to Minkowski theory in one
higher dimensions – which is the typical case – those instantons will exhibit Bogomol’nyi
relationships. In fact, even in a theory with a dimension-dependent term, one might still
be able to employ our results. Consider a Lagrangian which contains a set of terms that
can be dimensionally enhanced, plus a single term which cannot be. One first obtains the
Bogomol’nyi relationships for the theory without this additional problematic term using
our general methods. Then one can focus specifically on the consequences of the additional
term to see how it modifies the Bogomol’nyi relationships already obtained.
Note by the way that we have not claimed that any soliton which solves the equations
of motion in d + 1 dimensions becomes, upon dimensional reduction, an instanton which
solves d dimensional equations of motion. An obvious counterexample is provided by a
time-dependent soliton of the d+ 1 dimensional theory. Importantly, here we are working
in the other direction, and an instanton of the d dimensional theory is always a field
configuration of the enhanced d+ 1 dimensional theory that we have defined.
4. Closing Comments
In this paper, we have significantly improved on our earlier analysis of topological
solitons. We have extended our model-independent approach to include instantons as
well as solitons, and to include solitons and instantons in 2 + 1 or more and two or
more dimensions, respectively. Most instructively, our analysis of the appearance of
extended supersymmetry in models with solitons clearly demonstrated the difference
between topological conservation laws in 1 + 1 and higher dimensional supersymmetric
theories. The very basic and essential way that our analysis breaks down below 2 + 1
dimensions – just as the theoretical evidence requires – we find as telling evidence that
our explanation for the appearance of extended superalgebras in theories with solitons is
based on the truly fundamental aspects of the problem.
In closing, we remark that we have used supersymmetry in quite a powerful way to
understand non-supersymmetric field theories. Moreover, our methods are constructive,
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not just formal, and give, to our knowledge, the only model-independent approach to
the Bogomol’nyi -type properties of solitons and instantons. We note that this use of
supersymmetry gives a systematic approach to index theorems in instanton and soliton
backgrounds, and to demonstrating equivalences between the bosonic and fermionic
excitation spectra in such backgrounds. We are currently investigating these matters.
One refinement of our results would be the identification of a way to use
supersymmetry directly to obtain results about instantons, rather than by going through
the process of dimensional enhancement. We imagine that this is possible, but so far have
been unsuccessful in our attempts to do so.
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Appendix A.
Here we show that, by means of a gauge transformation, it is always possible to
choose the potential A of (2.1) to be divergenceless In the case of 2 + 1 dimensions, this
gauge is simply Lorentz gauge. In the case of 3 + 1 dimensions, one can argue this by
formal equivalence to an electrodynamics problem. Let Aµν be a rank-2 antisymmetric
tensor. Now interpret jν = −∂µAµν as an electromagnetic current, and let Fµν be the
electromagnetic field generated by this current. This field strength can, of course, be
written as the “curl” of some vector potential. Thus A′µν = A
µν + Fµν is divergenceless,
antisymmetric, and gauge equivalent to Aµν . In higher dimensions, one can make similar
physical arguments showing the existence of such a gauge.
Alternatively, one can use an iǫ prescription. Let A′ = A+ ∂Ω. (We suppress indices
for simplicity where possible.) We now show that we can choose Ω such that ∂·A′ = 0. Note
first that, without loss of generality, we may take Ω to be divergenceless. One can argue this
by induction. We know that a vector potential can be gauged to be divergenceless. Now
consider the gauge transformations of an antisymmetric 2-tensor. Such transformations
are labeled by gauge equivalence classes of vectors, and so without loss of generality we can
consider only the gauge transformations given by divergenceless vector potentials. One uses
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this as in the argument below to show that one can always gauge an antisymmetric 2-tensor
to be divergenceless. And now one uses this result in considering the gauge transformations
of antisymmetric 3-tensors, which are labeled by gauge equivalence classes of antisymmetric
2-tensors, etc.
Considering only divergenceless Ω, we see that for A′ to be divergenceless, we must
have
∂2Ωµ2···µd−2 = ∂µ1A
µ1···µd−2 . (A.1)
Making an iǫ prescription, we can analytically continue (A.1) to
(
∂2 + iǫ
)
Ωµ2···µd−2 = ∂µ1A
µ1···µd−2 . (A.2)
For ǫ 6= 0, ∂2 + iǫ is invertible, so Ω = limǫ→0(∂2 + iǫ)−1∂A. With this choice of Ω, A′ is
divergenceless.
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